Car Air Conditioning Systems
Expectations /Limitations /
Emerging Trends
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CAR AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
EXPECTATIONS I LIMITATIONS I EMERGING TRE

. The general expectation, if asked, as to what an ideal Car Air Conditioner
should achieve is to make human body thermally comfortable while keeping
glass areas fog I mist free.
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If we go in to specifics, the requirements become more subjective & many other
aspects crop in.
The requirements then can be further broken in to the details such as
a. Initial fast cool down, in a hot vehicle.
b._ Enough air_circulatj_Qn !_o all occupants-without
-- ---causing
. uncomfortable drafts
or suffocation.
c. Uniform maintenance of temperature in the entire occupied area without
noticeable temperature gradients.
d. Satisfactory temperature in all weather conditions in all seasons and over all
driving conditions · like city traffic or highway driving.
e. The system must be quiet, no undue disturbance felt due"to irritating noise
especially when using music system.
f. The vibrations should not be felt in any part of vehicle like Dash board, floor
gearshift etc or get transmitted to passenger
compartment
·
·· when A.C. 1s
switched on.
g. No undue jerks or loss of engine power when A.C. c�mpressor cuts in· or
cuts out while clutch engaging l disengaging.
_
.
h. Controls easy to understand & operate without affecting the drivers
concentration.
1. Must be energy efficient system without excessive additional fuel cost.
J. Should not affect vehicle engine I radiator cooling performance especially at
a time of accelerating or driving at low speeds or while climbing gradients.
k. And last but not least the A.C. system should be cost effective.
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-------As a system designer,"lnis putsiot-urrestrictions-orrthe-option s-avaifable-te-him---
and it is therefore essential to define at the start of the project, the areas which
the vehicle manufacturer wants importance to be attached and define
requirements that are less critical.
In any design, one would appreciate, it is always a trade off, if one wants to gain
something you should be willing to sacrifice some other features.
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On many occasions we experience that while overtaking, we are expecting
certain engine performance & if at the same time if A.C. compressor cuts in
we feel sudden momentary loss of power due to extra compressor load
especially on smaller horsepower vehicles and visa-a-versa. This is due to
A.C. system operation is controlled by temperature alone and engine I
compressor speed is dependant on driving conditions.
The foregoing analysis shows that the wide range of compressor capacity
caused by varying speeds and carrying operating conditions require some
means of control to maintain good capacity during pull down and road driving
conditions, and yet to prevent coil icing up during highway operations.
The ideal situation would be to have the compressor capacity always
matching with cooling requirements of the car without the use of a cycling
clutch or any other device.
Some compressor manufacturers provide variable displacement compressor
designs with automatically adjustable capacity.
When the demand is high the compressor works with full stroke. As the
cooling load requirement diminishes, the compressor starts to destroke
thereby reducing the compressor output to match the requirement. This thus
eliminates the need of compressor thermostat cutting clutch Off I On . the
advantages of variable displacement are significant by way of smoother ride I
passenger comfort and reduced fuel consumption & power required to drive
the compressor and less wear.
Since we are on compressors let us find out what are the currently used
technologies. Majority of car air conditioners use reciprocating compressors,
These could be wobble plate I swash plate design with inline pistons. The
compressor could be fixed displacement or variable displacement as
mentioned above.
neother types of compressors are-Itotaryliesign / Scroll de�-----The Rotary I Scroll compressors are more compact compared to reciprocating
compressors, lighter in weight, less noisy and consume less power.
The latest trend is therefore to switch over to scroll compressors, the only
drawback being they are still more expensive compared with other types.
Most of the compressor manufacturers in the world are currently engaged in
development of scroll compressors and as the volumes would increase the
cost will come down.

